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In this study we examined the reports on disability and people with disabilities in major Chinese children’s news-
papers. Eight newspapers from 2003 to 2006 were chosen on the basis of the following factors: national reach, media 
coverage of disabilities and people with disabilities, and availability (resources can be obtained through internet). 

Articles were selected for inclusion in this study if they referred to a specifi c disability, a chronic illness which 
incurs disabilities or to disability in general, whether in a headline, text, picture or illustration. 

There are 152 articles published related to disabilities and persons with disabilities in total. The proportion for 
report on disability is 5.6% in Chinese children’s newspapers, which is higher than that (2.3%) in the Czech Republic. 
Most of the articles in this study were focused on children, which was determined by the target population of the 
newspapers. Both studies showed (in China and Czech Republic) an increased amount of reporting report due to 
greatly important events.
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INTRODUCTION

Attitudes are formed, developed and stabilized 
through a variety of socializing forces, including fami-
lies, schools, the media, etc. Most social psychologists 
would agree that the bulk of our attitudes are learned. 
That is, attitudes result from our experiences not our 
genetic inheritance. Through socialization, individuals 
learn the attitudes, values, and behaviors of their culture. 
Important infl uences in the process include parents, 
peers, schools, and the mass media (Kenneth & Irwin, 
2002). Because of the rapidly increasing development of 
mass media, they play a more and more important role 
in forming and changing people’s attitudes. Duncan and 
Brummett (1987) explored the theory of media logic, 
developed by Altheide and Snow (1979), who described 
the media’s potent infl uence on viewers and emphasized 
that the media often shapes the meanings of “social 
phenomena” for their audiences. 

Childhood is a very important life period for posi-
tive attitude formation and development. Children’s at-
titudes are manifested behaviorally by a predisposition 
to act in a positive or negative way when they encounter 
the attitude referent. When attempting to promote cer-
tain attitudes, educators must address the three funda-
mental infl uences on attitude formation (i.e. indirect 
experiences, direct experiences, and the child’s social 
group) (Triandis, Adamopoulos, & Brinberg, 1984). 

Thus, the media also have a great infl uence on how the 
positive attitudes of children can be developed.

“Disability” is a quite new idea and big phenomenon 
in the whole society in China. According to the latest 
statistics of the second China National sample survey 
on disability, there are nearly 82.96 million persons with 
diff erent types of disabilities in China. With reference 
to the 2005 year end statistics on the total population 
of China released by the National Bureau of statistics of 
China, it is estimated that there were 1,309.48 million 
people in China at the time when the survey was con-
ducted. Based on this fi gure, the estimated proportion of 
disabled persons to the total national population is 6.34 
percent (communique on major statistics of the second 
China National sample survey on disability, http://www.
cdpf.org.cn/english/top-7.htm).

Apparently, the media have a great infl uence on how 
the society views the disability and persons with dis-
abilities. If we are ever to change people’s perceptions 
of disability, we must identify the media’s abounding 
messages about the subject (Byrd & Elliott, 1988; Long-
more, 1987). However, the media have often provided 
only poor coverage on disabilities and the people with 
disabilities in China.

Children form attitudes about people with disabili-
ties as early as at 4 or 5 years of age (Gerber, 1977; Jones 
& Sisk, 1970), and often those attitudes are negative or 
rejecting (see Horne, 1985; Jones, 1984; Yuker, 1988 ex-
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tensive reviews). As a kind of indirect experience, a typi-
cal children’s newspaper is a very important instrument 
for the formation, knowledge and education of children, 
including their attitude towards persons with disability. 
In China, there are approximately 130,000,000 children. 
Their positive attitudes toward disabilities and people 
with disabilities are very important for improving and 
developing the status of people with disabilities in the 
near future. Thus, it is necessary to establish how typical 
children’s newspapers report on disabilities and persons 
with disability.

No published research has focused on children’s 
newspapers coverage of disabilities and persons with dis-
ability. This research off ers a preliminary analysis of the 
phenomenon “disability” in selected Chinese children’s 
newspapers, especially paying attention to the topics 
pertaining to sports and making a logical comparison 
with the situation in the Czech Republic. 

METHODS

Data collection
The target of this study was articles on disabilities 

and people with disabilities published in major chil-
dren’s newspapers in China. Eight newspapers for chil-
dren were included in this study. The newspapers were 
chosen on the basis of the following factors: national 
reach, media coverage of disabilities and people with 
disabilities, and availability (resources can be obtained 
through internet). A survey of articles is presented in 
Appendix 1 (Czech articles) and Appendix 2 (Chinese 
articles). Chinese articles are divided into categories 
related to children and youth by age: kids = preschool 
age, children = elementary school age, teenagers and 
students = secondary school age (from 11 up to approx. 
16).

All the issues of these newspapers during the pe-
riod between the year 2003 and 2006 were surveyed. 
Of course, there was the latest set of Olympic Games 
networks (Paralympics, Special Olympics, Deaflym-
pics), so we can get fresh information into our study. 
We examined all the articles of these eight newspapers 
except for advertisements, notices, rules, regulations and 
letters to the editor.

Articles were selected if they referred to a specifi c 
disability, a chronic illness which incurs disabilities or to 
disability in general, whether in a headline, text, picture 
or illustration. Then, we scrutinized for all references 
to the terminology used to describe disabilities and the 
language and images used to portray people with dis-
abilities.

Data were collected based on two main groups of vari-
ables:
• structure of the articles – source (from which news-

paper); type of article (news, feature or other) and 
visual eff ects (photographs or illustrations),

• content variables – the main character in the article 
(specifi c person/s with disability, family members, 
groups of disabled individuals or organizations); 
the category of disability of the main character 
(physical disability, hearing impairment, speech and 
language disability, visual impairment, intellectual 
disability, multiple disability and the general terms 
handicapped or disabled); the kind of details used 
to describe main characters who were persons with 
disabilities (for example age, gender, occupation); 
governmental agencies and other service providers; 
specifi c problems experienced by disabled people; 
physical activity, recreation and sport competition 
for people with disabilities (for example Special Ol-
ympics, Paralympics, or adapted physical activity).

Data evaluation
Categories for the variables were derived from pre-

vious studies and through content analysis (Thomas & 
Nelson, 2005; Tripodi & Epstein, 1980; Jones, 1985). 
All the coding was done by the researchers themselves. 
Preliminary categories were tested on a sample of 40 
articles from 5 newspapers, collected prior to the start 
of the study period; results were compared and cate-
gories redefi ned. This process was repeated a second 
time until agreement was reached on all variables. Using 
these variables according to our guidelines, a member of 
the research team read each newspaper, and any article 
containing a key word or phrase of disabilities or peo-
ple with disabilities was identifi ed for possible content 
analysis. After targeting this article, another member of 
the research team, the rater, made the judgment whether 
the disability was a major or minor focus of the article. 
We only included major focus articles in the content 
analysis.

RESULTS

The eight newspapers examined in this study pub-
lished a total of 152 articles concerning disabilities and 
people with disabilities between the year 2003–2006. 
The number and frequency of the articles published by 
each newspaper is presented in TABLE 1.

We can see that among the totally published 2496 
issues of all eight newspapers, there were only 139 issues 
contained articles about disabilities and people with 
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disabilities, the average proportion was 5.6%. Among 
these newspapers, Chinese middle school students had 
the most reports – 38 articles, but Shanghai middle 
school students showed the highest proportion of re-
ports – 9.4%.

TABLE 1 
Number of articles about disabilities and people with 
disabilities

Newspaper
Number 

of articles
Issues 

included
Issues 
in total

%

Chinese Teenagers’ 
News

13 11 192 5.7

Chinese middle 
school students

38 34 384 8.9

Chinese Kids’ 
Weekly

16 15 192 7.8

Shanghai middle 
school students

18 18 192 9.4

Family Education 
Times

16 13 192 6.8

Teenagers’ Daily 36 34 1152 3.0

Modern Students 6 6 96 6.3

Shanghai Education 9 8 96 8.3

Total 152 139 2496 5.6

In the type of articles, among the 152 articles there 
were news, features and other types (TABLE 2). Other 
types about knowledge introduction (n = 11), stories 
(n = 7), essays written by students (n = 17) and opin-
ions (n = 5), accounted for an additional 26.3% of the 
references. Of the references, 45.4% were news articles, 
which represent the majority of articles.

As to the pictures used in articles, of particular note 
was the high proportion of picture usage in the news-
paper Chinese Kids’ Weekly, which represents 25% in 
both single and multiple pictures accompanying the arti-
cles, and 12.5% in pictures as the main focus. The target 
populations for Chinese Kids’ Weekly are children from 
3 years old to 8. Apparently, to use more pictures in 
articles is an appropriate strategy for them.

The relative frequency of the coverage of various dis-
abilities was also of interest. The category of the general 
terms handicapped or disabled received the most refer-
ences (22.5%), followed by intellectual disability (17.2%) 
and visual impairment (16%). Ironically, the category of 
learning disability, which constitutes the largest popula-
tion within special education programs, was not men-
tioned in any articles; Yoshida and his colleagues (1990) 
found a similarly low frequency of articles about persons 
with learning disabilities in their study. The frequencies 

TABLE 2
Structure of articles related to the type of articles and the picture usage (n = 152)

Type of article Accompanying, multiple Accompanying, single

Newspaper News Feature Other None picture Picture as main focus

n % n % n % n % n % n % n %

Chinese Teenagers’ 
News

8 61.5 1 7.7 4 30.8 12 92.3 1 7.7 0 0 0 0

Chinese middle 
school students

22 57.9 6 15.8 10 26.3 21 55.3 9 23.7 1 2.6 7 18.4

Chinese Kids’ 
Weekly

11 68.7 1 6.3 4 25 6 37.5 4 25 4 25 2 12.5

Shanghai middle 
school students

10 55.5 5 27.8 3 16.7 14 77.8 4 22.2 0 0 0 0

Family Education 
Times

6 37.5 8 50 2 12.5 10 62.4 3 18.8 3 18.8 0 0

Teenagers’ Daily 9 25 16 44.4 11 30.6 31 86.1 5 13.9 0 0 0 0

Modern Students 0 0 2 33.3 4 66.7 6 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

Shanghai Education 3 33.3 4 44.5 2 22.2 7 77.8 2 22.2 0 0 0 0

Total 69 45.4 43 28.3 40 26.3 107 70.4 28 18.4 8 5.3 9 5.9
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for other categories were as follows: hearing impairment 
(15.4%), physical disability (13%), speech and language 
disability (9.4%) and multiple disability (6.5%).

With regard to content variables, in general, there 
were more articles related to groups of people with 
disabilities than to any other characters. TABLE 3 
shows that more than half of the reports were concern-
ing groups of people with disabilities, such as, people 
with visual impairment in one community and students 
with intellectual disability in a special school, and there 
were more articles about solo individuals than multiple 
individuals. The articles published in the newspapers 
that focused on children occupied a dominant position 
(94%), which represented the specifi c characteristics of 
children’s newspapers. The majority of individuals and 
groups of people with disabilities portrayed in articles 
were the children in normal and special schools. It’s not 
hard for us to fi nd that most of the articles were focused 
on both genders or unclear, the numbers of articles that 
mentioned the specifi c gender (male and female) of 
main characters were exactly the same.

TABLE 3 
Detailed information of the main character in articles 
(n = 52)

Variable n %

Main character in article

Individual person with disability 
or family member

51 33.6

Several individuals 
with disabilities

17 11.2

Group of people with disabilities 80 52.6

Other 4 2.6

Age group of main character

Child or adolescents (< 18 years) 94 61.8

Adult (18+ year) 25 16.5

Both or unclear 33 21.7

Gender of main character

Male 28 18.4

Female 28 18.4

Both or unclear 96 63.2

As for the problems disabled people have experi-
enced, most of the articles included in the sample 
(n = 102, 67.1%) cited at least one problem. Financial 
and mobility problems were those cited most often fol-
lowed by prejudice, functional limitation and services. 
Services referred to the absence of services, their inac-
cessibility and/or their poor quality. In China, most of 

the disabled people live under the poverty line, that’s 
why the fi nancial factor shows such a high percentage in 
all types of problems they have experienced.

Regarding the reports on disability sport in these 
children’s newspapers, there were a total of 42 articles 
related to disability sport in eight selected newspapers 
from 2003 to 2006. What needs to be pointed out is, 
that 6 of these articles talked about two aspects at the 
same time, for example, the article “Goalball for blind 
people” published in issue 1030 of Chinese middle 
school students mentioned APA and Paralympic Games 
at the same time.

TABLE 4 identifi es the reports of disability sport 
in each newspaper from each year. We can see that the 
amounts of reports on disability sport in these newspa-
pers are similar except for Teenagers’ Daily, there were 
13 articles in this period, Teenagers’ Daily is the only 
daily newspaper of the eight newspapers. There was 
only 1 article related to disability sport in Chinese Kids’ 
Weekly during the 4 years mentioned, for children from 
3 years old to 8, it’s nearly nothing for the purpose of 
giving them an impression and changing their attitudes 
toward disability.

TABLE 4
Number of disability sport articles in each newspaper

Newspaper Publisher 2003 2004 2005 2006

Chinese Teen-
agers’ News

China Children’s 
Press & Publica-
tion Group

1 1 2 2

Chinese 
middle school 
students

China Children’s 
Press & Publica-
tion Group

2 0 1 2

Chinese Kids’ 
Weekly

China Children’s 
Press & Publica-
tion Group

0 0 1 0

Shanghai 
middle school 
students

Shanghai Educa-
tional Press Group

1 1 2 6

Family Educa-
tion Times

Shanghai Educa-
tional Press Group

0 0 0 2

Teenagers’ 
Daily

Shanghai Educa-
tional Press Group

1 4 0 8

Modern 
Students

Shanghai Educa-
tional Press Group

0 1 0 1

Shanghai 
Education

Shanghai Educa-
tional Press Group

1 0 0 2

Total 6 7 6 23

These articles were analyzed by categories of disabil-
ity sport (TABLE 5). The highest frequency of report 
on disability sport was for the Special Olympic Games, 
especially in the year 2006. As we known, in 2006 the 
Special Olympics Shanghai Invitation Competition was 
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held in Shanghai and the 2007 Special Olympics World 
Summer Games were to be held in that city, too. That’s 
the main reason for the growing reports on the Special 
Olympic Games. It indicates the signifi cant infl uence 
of important sport competitions on the newspaper cov-
erage of disabilities and people with disabilities. APA 
and the Paralympic Games also showed an increase of 
their reports in 2006. The Paralympic World Summer 
Games will be held in China in 2008, which indicates 
again that the big events will support the reporting on 
disabilities and people with disabilities. Reports on 
adapted physical education showed more stably. From 
the analysis, we found that there was no report on the 
Deafl ympic Games, it gained the least attention of all 
the top games.

TABLE 5
Number of articles by category of disability sport

Disability sport 2003 2004 2005 2006 Total

Adapted physical 
activity & recreation

4 4 1 7 16

Adapted physical 
education

2 1 2 2 7

Top games

Paralympic 
Games

1 1 1 5 8

Special Olympic 
Games

0 2 1 14 17

Deafl ympic 
Games

0 0 0 0 0

Total 7 8 5 28 48

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to determine the 
characteristics of reporting in eight selected Chinese 
children’s newspapers and to establish how the press 
for children reports on disability and persons with dis-
abilities. We tried to analyze and describe the general 
situation regarding the coverage of the phenomenon 
called “disability” in Chinese children’s newspapers, and 
we especially paid attention to the coverage of sport 
for persons with disabilities. We also wanted to make 
a logical comparison about the coverage of disabilities 
and persons with disabilities in children’s newspapers 
and journals between China and the Czech Republic.

We found that during these four years from 2003 to 
2006, the eight selected Chinese children’s newspapers 
published 152 articles on disabilities and persons with 
disabilities in total. We can see that among the total 
of 2496 published issues of all eight newspapers, there 
were only 139 issues containing articles about disabili-

ties and people with disabilities, the average proportion 
was 5.6%. Compared to the situation in the Czech Re-
public, as Faldynová (2006) found in her MA diploma 
thesis, among the total of 7293 articles published by 
24 Czech children’s journals from 1995 to 2005, 166 
articles were related to disability and people with dis-
abilities, the average proportion was 2.3%, it’s nearly 
only half of what was published on the topic in China. 
But we should notice that among the 152 articles related 
to disability and people with disabilities we found in 
Chinese children’s newspapers, 67 articles were pub-
lished in the year 2006, which almost contributes half 
of the amount. So the higher proportion of reports on 
disability in China may be due to the inclusion of fresh 
information.

The results showed that 45.4% of the articles were 
news, 28.3% of the articles were features, the other types 
including knowledge introduction, stories, essays written 
by students and opinions accounted for 26.3% in our 
results. As to the pictures used in articles, of particular 
note was the high proportion of picture usage in the 
newspaper Chinese Kids’ Weekly, which represents 25% 
in both single and multiple pictures accompanying the 
articles, and 12.5% in pictures as the main focus. As we 
have identifi ed in this study, the target population for 
Chinese Kids’ Weekly are children from 3 years old to 8. 
Apparently, these types of articles are easier for children 
to understand and useful for forming and changing their 
attitude toward disability and people with disabilities. 
What we must point out is that 5 of the students’ essays 
were written by children with disabilities, one with hear-
ing impairment, one with physical disability and three 
with visual impairment.

Through the study of the main character in the arti-
cles related to disability, we discovered that the articles 
published in children’s newspapers focusing on children 
were in a dominant position (94%), which represented 
the specifi c characteristics of children’s newspapers. 
According to our fi ndings, fi nancial and mobility prob-
lems were the most often cited problems experienced 
by people with disabilities in the articles. It refl ected the 
real situation in their daily lives. In the analysis of gov-
ernmental institutions and service providers, it is strik-
ing that in 32.2% of the articles there was at least one 
organization mentioned. The governmental authorities 
including foreign, national and provincial governments 
were mentioned in 18 articles, and the service providers 
were mentioned in 33 articles. 

Based on the results of this study and what was found 
by Faldynová (2006) in her MA diploma thesis, we can 
fi nd some similarities and diff erences between China 
and the Czech Republic. First, as to the frequency of 
the coverage of various disabilities, in my fi ndings, the 
category of the general terms handicapped or disabled 
received the most references (22.5%), followed by in-
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tellectual disability (17.2%), visual impairment (16%), 
hearing impairment (15.4%), physical disability (13%), 
speech and language disability (9.4%) and multiple dis-
ability (6.5%). While in the research in Czech Repub-
lic, the top three highest proportions were the general 
terms handicapped or disabled (55%), physical disability 
(19%) and multiple disability (13%), there were few re-
ports on the other types of disabilities. Second, regard-
ing the reports on disability sport, in this study, there 
were a total of 42 articles found in 8 children’s news-
papers during the period 2003–2006. In these articles, 
17 articles were related to APA and adapted physical 
education, 19 articles were related to the top games 
including Paralympic Games, Special Olympic Games 
and Deafl ympic Games, while 6 articles talked about 
APA and top games at the same time. In the results of 
the Czech Republic, the amount of articles related to 
disability sport was lower than that in China. From the 
examined 24 journals during the period 1995–2005, 17 
articles were found, of which 8 focused on APA and 
recreation, whereas 9 focused on competitions. Third, in 
the analysis of reports on disability in diff erent years, we 
found that there is an obvious increase of reports on dis-
ability and people with disabilities in 2006, especially for 
intellectual disability and the Special Olympic Games. 
Through the following analysis of each newspaper, we 
found that the newspapers that are published by the 
Shanghai Educational Press Group were especially fo-
cussed on intellectual disability. As we know, the 2006 
Special Olympics Shanghai Invitation Competition was 
held in Shanghai and the 2007 Special Olympics World 
Summer Games were to be held in that city, too. Special 
Olympics are for children and adults with intellectual dis-
abilities. That’s the main reason for the growing reports 
on intellectual disability and Special Olympic Games. In 
Faldynová’s thesis, she also found an increased report 
on disability in 2004 due to the Paralympic Games. It 
indicates the signifi cant infl uence of important sport 
competitions on the newspaper coverage of disabilities 
and people with disabilities. For children, it was a good 
opportunity to let them know more about disability and 
to form and change their attitude toward disability and 
people with disabilities. 

The contrast between these fi ndings in China and 
the Czech Republic might be explained by (a) the news-
papers and journals examined, (b) the days on which 
they were published, perhaps most signifi cantly, (c) the 
diff erent economic and social environment between the 
two countries and the cultural signifi cance of disability 
therein.
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ANALÝZA ZPRÁV O FENOMÉNU POSTIŽENÍ 
V ČÍNSKÝCH DĚTSKÝCH ČASOPISECH

(Souhrn anglického textu)

V této studii jsme zkoumali zprávy o postižení a po-
stižených lidech v hlavních čínských dětských tiskovi-
nách. Bylo vybráno osm časopisů z let 2003 až 2006, 
a to na základě těchto faktorů: celonárodní dosah, 
mediál ní pokrytí handicapů a postižených lidí, dostup-
nost (zdroje lze získat na internetu).

Do této studie byly zahrnuty články, které se zabýva-
ly specifi ckými handicapy, chronickými chorobami, jež 
vyvolávají invaliditu, nebo postižením jako takovým, a to 
v nadpisech, textu, na fotografi ích nebo ilustracích.

Celkem jsme zaznamenali 152 článků zaměřených 
na handicapy a postižené osoby. Poměr článků o posti-
žení v čínském dětském tisku je 5,6 %, což je více než 
v České republice (2,3 %). Většina těchto článků byla 
zaměřena na děti, což bylo vyvoláno cílovou skupinou 
čtenářů. Obě studie prokázaly (v Číně i České republice) 
zvýšený počet článků z důvodu blížících se významných 
událostí.

Klíčová slova: postoj, handicap, dětské časopisy, přizpů sobená 

fyzická aktivita, paralympijské hry, speciální olym piáda.
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Appendix 1 
Articles in 24 Czech children journals about disability and disability sport during 1995–2005 (according to Faldynová, 
2006)

Journals in 
Czech

Journal in Eng-
lish

Vol./
year

Total 
Articles

Articles 
about 

disability
% PD HD VD MD MUL LD GEN Pr Sport

Printed journals

ABC ABC 26 182 28 15 13 0 1 2 2 2 8 1 3

Barbie Barbie 14 126 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Čarodějka 
W.I.T.CH.

Witches’ WITCH 26 104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Čtyřlístek Four leaf clover 18 198 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Čtyřlístek 
speciál

Four leaf clover 
special

8 88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dáda Dáda (nickname 
of Czech female 
entertainer 
of children)

12 72 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1

Kačer 
Donald

Donald Duck 26 286 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kyber myš Cyber mouse 12 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mateřídouška Wild Thyme 12 72 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Méďa Pusík Teddy’s Kisser 12 72 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

Medvídek Pú Winnie the Pooh 16 128 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Modelář Modeller 12 132 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sluníčko Tiny Little Sunnie 12 84 14 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tom a Jerry Tom and Jerry 6 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Electronic journals

Abicko.cz Little ABC.cz * 788 30 4 13 1 2 2 2 2 8 1 3

Balónek Small balloon * 117 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

Klub vodních 
strážců

Club of Water 
Guards

2 10 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Koblížek Little Donut * 137 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kroky Steps 6 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Magazín 
eKamarád

Buddy eMagazine * 4013 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1

Teepek.cz Teepek.cz * 26 3 12 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

Zámeček Small Castle * 52 52 100 1 0 0 0 1 0 50 0 0

Zavináč @ * 461 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Země 
pohádek

Country of tales 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 166 29 1 4 4 6 4 76 8 9

Legend
PD = physical disability
HD = hearing impairment
VD = visual impairment
MD = mental disability
MUL = multiple disability
LD = learning diffi  culty
GEN = general terms of disabled
Pr = physical activity and recreation for disabled people
Sport = sport competition for disabled people
* = no regular volume
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Appendix 2
Title of the articles about disability in Chinese children newspapers

Chinese teenagers’ news

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

How to make full use of iodized salt 2006 2534
Aff ected by the pioneer 2006 2525
Little inventor 2006 2508
Let’s enjoy the reading day together! 2006 2498
Why do we need to wave our hands when walking? 2005 2478
Grandfather and I share the moon cake 2005 2474
Help the children in silence 2005 2444
Information 2005 winter 

holidays pack

Cheng Long and Yang Shoucheng donated 
for children with disabilities

2004 2415

The children’s day of deaf children 2004 2402
Celebrate the children’s day at the Special Olym-
pic Games

2004 2402

Help people with disability 2004 2400
Help people with disability 2004 2400

Chinese middle school students

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

Picture news 2006 1387
The unfortunate situation of the blind 2006 1378
The compensation for leading disability 2006 1363
Students and minute technology 2006 1361
Picture news 2006 1304
Welcome to the Paralympics – learn fi nger language 2006 1289
Picture news 2006 1285
Picture news 2006 1285
Picture news 2006 1263
Blind people can play basketball 2006 1244
Mobile phone for blind people 2005 1235
A group of massage therapists in Changsha 2005 1221
He opened the door of success with his knees 2005 Summer 

holidays pack
Here I come, a Chinese boy

2005
Summer 

holidays pack
Picture news 2005 1183
A musician of 6 years old is a blind girl 2005 1178
Picture news in school 2005 1176
Care for the students with disability 2005 1169
Smiley face 2005 1167
A deaf girl was punished for stealing 2005 1167
Son of God 2005 1166
The weight of the life of a 15 year old 2005 1143
Middle school student invented a road 
for the sensitive blind 

2005 1140
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Chinese middle school students

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

Basketball for blind people 2005 1137
Deaf students enjoy the digital world happily 2004 1134
The sky for deaf students 2004 1131
Promise 2004 1112
To be a strong man 2004 1103
Performance for the disabled children 
in Hong Kong

2004 1076

Love of nepotism 2004 1067
Brainpower wheelchair 2004 1041
Life doesn’t trust a tear 2004 1038
Blind goal ball 2003 1030
Picture news 2003 1029
If I have a piece of a fl ower that can be used to 
make a promise

2003 1024

Four deaf students entered the university 2003 1024

Nine blind students in Shanghai wanted 
to enter university

2003 1023

Blind people play soccer 2003 972

Chinese Kids’ Weekly

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

Donate newspapers to children with disability 2006 1867
We have indebted hearts 2006 1813
Wow, well done! 2005 1764
Shall we let him take the seat? 2005 1758
Shall we let him take the seat? 2005 1757
Two announcements 2005 1731
Brief news in school 2005 1731
News 2005 1719
Brief news in school 2004 1706
Song and smile 2004 1687
If you feel happy, I feel happy, too 2004 1684
Hand in hand, we are good friends 2004 1681
The light emissaries on action 2003 1662
On the way home 2003 1657
Let’s go to school together in the new semester 2003 1647
Learn transposition education 2003 1638
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Shanghai Middle School Students

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

Another hand of creation 2006 2006–C35
I am 2006 2006–A28
Starting the promoting week of the Special Olym-
pics in schools

2006 2006–B29

The lectures on the Special Olympics in a 21st 
century student forum

2006 2006–B28

Let your caring fl y 2006 2006–A22
Students in Shanghai visited lectures of people 
with disability

2006 2006–B18

Report about some children with intellectual dis-
ability before the Special Olympic Games

2006 2006–A14

Relay of love 2006 2006–B10
They are the most beautiful view 2006 2006–A10
Students and teachers are aff ected by the teacher 
with disability

2006 2006–A8

The logo of Special Olympic Games was born in 
a special school

2005 2005–A7

Get success by adamancy 2005 2005–A6
Calling of life 2004 2004–80
I am a little chemist 2004 2004–66
Our lives are full of sunshine 2004 2004–48
The students in special school get the silver medal 
in the China children’s art competition

2004 2004–38

People with disabilities gave lectures in school 2003 2003-82

Students in a middle school donated for the benefi t 
of their classmate with disability

2003 2003-60

Family Education Times

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

The road of a child with mental retardation 2006 A181
Worried about the mental health of children 
with disability

2006 A176

We are 10 years old 2006 A173
Support for the Special Olympics 2006 A172
My heart without defectiveness – report of the runner 
up of a “good boy” show

2006 A171

The experience of donation makes the fresh students 
weep

2006 A172

Normal students experience what it’s like to be blind 
and deaf

2006 A164

Students with disability sing and dance 2006 A164
She was raised in darkness 2006 A152
Spread the seeds of happiness in the face of diffi  culty 2006 A150
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Family Education Times

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

Mum wishes to be one of your legs 2006 A149
Thanks make you feel happy 2006 A149
Mum, where are you? 2006 A148
Work for the society with disability 2006 A145
The communication meeting was held for the parents 
of special education

2004 A090

Create your happiness by means of love 2003 A053

Teenagers’ Daily

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

What a pity! 2006 285
Keep the color by heart 2006 283
The 2006 Special Olympic International Invitation 
Competition was held in Shanghai

2006 248

Super Star and the students with mental retardation 2006 656
Stories in the Special Olympic Games 2006 250
The torch relay of offi  cers for the Special Olympic 
Games

2006 242

Warm up the children’s hearts by means of love 2006 220
The mascot of the year 2008, the Beijing Paralympic 
Games, was born

2006 215

She brings light to blind people 2006 202
The ambition of a boy with one arm 2006 194
Give them your hand and show your friendship 2006 135
You can, I can too! 2006 151
The week for helping people with disability in Shanghai 2006 123
Reading garden 2006 111
The story of a disabled teacher in Guizhou 2006 91

Experience the life of blind people 2006 86
Special aff ection between a student and a teacher 2006 57
Blind chess and blind basketball 2006 49
Story of a little inventor 2006 15

A mobile phone can be used without ears 2006 13
Kwan-yin with a thousand hands 2005 75
Thinking from the parking place for people 
with disability

2005 571

An essay written by a deaf child 2004 We 561

The story of a student in a special school 2004 We 554

The champion – one student in Shanghai’s No. 1 deaf 
school

2004 553

A girl likes facing the challenge 2004 256
The announcement of the giant 2004 202
Blind people can see and deaf people can hear 2004 160
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Teenagers’ Daily

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year 

of publish
Issue No.

Story of the Special Olympic Games 2004 58
Magic stone (novel) 2004 We 516
Model 2004 30
Tear of a snow fl ower (tale) 2004 30
Report of students in a Shanghai sports school 2004 24

She wasn’t beaten by deafness 2003 245
The girl with cerebral palsy creates a miracle 2003 480
No. 1 that was born on the top of the world 2003 480

Modern students

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year of 
publish

Issue No.

A means of communication with people with disability 2006 2006–7–8
Conscience 2006 2006–7–8
The beauty of lack 2006 2006
The enterprising consciousness 2006 2000–3
Russian movie star with mental retardation 2004 2004–3
Paralympic Games 2004 2004–1

Shanghai Education

Title in Chinese Title in English
Year of 
publish

Issue No.

We are aff ected by the scene 2006 2006–11A
The Special Olympics are coming 2006 2006–10A
Inclusion education in the world 2006 2006–04A
Report of changing professional schools 2005 2005–03B
Han Zheng’s mayor visited deaf school No. 4 2004 2004–06A
The leader 2004 2004–04A
Report about Shanghai’s deaf youth technical 
school

2004 2004–01AB

Educate according to the “short” 2003 2003–09B
Report of the Minhang district special school 2003 2003–09B


